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The World's first Cyber Security ETF, the PureFunds ISE Cyber Security ETF (HACK) was created to
provide the market with a transparent vehicle to invest in the increasingly important Cyber Security
industry. An interesting way to track the growing importance of cyber as a sector in its own right

The World's First Ransomware Class-Action Lawsuit Is Taking Shape
The Merkle
The World's First Ransomware Class-Action Lawsuit Is Taking Shape ... investigation into the
malware distribution revealed that a cyber-espionage ...

How organisations deal with complex cyber attacks - IT PRO - Robin Oldham, head of the cyber
security consulting practice at BAE Systems Applied Intelligence, says that the complexity of cyber
attacks run in ...

Black Hat 2017: Full Coverage

Nationwide settles data breach suit for $5.5 million
Business Insurance
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co. and a subsidiary have reached a $5.5 million settlement with
33 state attorneys general over an October 2012 data ...

Diagnosis high risk: Why the NHS is a cyber criminal's dream
Legal Cheek (blog)
Diagnosis high risk: Why the NHS is a cyber criminal's dream ... The law is disjointed in the area
of cyber-centric crime, having struggled to keep up with the ever changing fast paced ... Want
to write for the Legal Cheek Journal?

China Enforces First Action Under Developing Cyber Security Law
Forbes
China Enforces First Action Under Developing Cyber Security Law ... to be the narrower class of
critical information infrastructure operators (CIIOs)),

DCMS waves cyber security stick over essential services
UKAuthority.com (press release) (blog)
DCMS waves cyber security stick over essential services ... and infrastructure prepared for the
increasing risk of cyber attack and more resilient against

More port cyber security is needed
Port Strategy
“As the recent ransom ware attack on APM terminals proved, there is a lot of cyber risk in business
systems that might be beyond direct influence by ...

Irish power grid compromised by foreign actor: report
The Hill
A foreign power compromised the cybersecurity of the state-owned Irish power grid company
EirGrid, Ireland's Independent newspaper reports

NATO Needs an Offensive Cybersecurity Policy
Atlantic Council
Although NATO has been working toward a more comprehensive cybersecurity policy, there are
two major challenges with its current strategy

UK cyber expert appears in US court on hacking charges
The Times
The British cybersecurity expert who halted the Wannacry ransomware attack on the NHS in May
will spend the weekend in a US prison after he failed ...

UK intelligence agencies partner with start-ups on cyber security
Financial Times
However, after a decade spent developing cyber security technology for banks, the entrepreneur threw
his hat into the ring when he heard GCHQ was ...

GDPR will render 75% of UK marketing data obsolete
CampaignLive
The data audit, conducted by W8 data, found that only 25% of existing customer data meets GDPR
requirements. These include consent requirements ...

Hackers Steal Game of Thrones Script
TV producer HBO has been the target of a cyberattack, suffering theft of full episodes of upcoming
shows and scripts for Game of Thrones

Review: The new face of endpoint security

Hackers discover hundreds of vulnerabilities in Air Force domains
The Air Force wrapped its first bug bounty program on June 23 and announced the results on
Thursday, finding more vulnerabilities than previous programs run by the Pentagon and Army

Securing the cockpit: How the military is tackling avionics cybersecurity
The cyberthreat to systems on individual platforms, particularly weapons as well as position,
navigation and timing systems embedded in U.S. military aircraft, is garnering increased attention

Europe's Cyber Victims Are Racking Up Hundreds of Millions in Costs
manufacturer Cie. de Saint-Gobain said July 27 the cyber-attack would drain about 250 million
euros in sales this year.“I don’t think you can model a cyber attack," said Robert Waldschmidt, an
analyst...

Honeypot reveals lack of oversight opened door to WannaCry & NotPetya

Cyber-attacks at sea prompt return of radio ship navigation

Wine-maker Pernod Ricard SA’s London office hit by cyber attack
Pernod Ricard SA, the producer of Chivas Regal Scotch whiskey and Absolut vodka, was hit by a
major cyber attack yesterday that disrupted the distillery's...

Steganography attacks - using code hidden in images - increasing

UK also wants to be forgotten: new data protection regulation proposed

Microsoft fixes 48 security vulnerabilities with its August 2017 Patch

Security flaws in Amazon Echo that let hackers gain root access cannot be patched
New research has revealed that the 2015

What do AI and machine learning mean for cybersecurity?
We hear about them everywhere in cybersecurity. They sound cutting-edge, but what do they
mean? And what value do they add? Find out exactly how significant AI and machine learning are,
and how small nuances in their use can make a big difference.

Data breach numbers ‘could be four times higher than reported’ (Jersey Evening Post) Reported
data security breaches in the Channel Islands are just the ‘tip of the iceberg’ and the number of
attempted hacks could be four times higher than official figures, an IT security expert has warned

Salesforce fires red team staffers who gave Defcon talk (ZDNet) "As soon as they got off the stage,
they were fired."

